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Vermont Highway Safety Alliance
&
Vermont Strategic Highway Safety Plan
The Vermont Highway Safety Alliance is a network of like-minded
private and public organizations working together to collect, share and
use data to develop highway safety strategies integrating: road
engineering and infrastructure; law enforcement and emergency
medical services; and education and outreach.
Working together, we use data to improve highway safety by
integrating engineering; enforcement; education, marketing and
outreach; and emergency medical services initiatives.
The 5-year Strategic Highway Safety Plan states goals and outlines
tactics for minimizing the occurrence and severity of highway crashes,
and related injuries and fatalities. The VHSA selected seven Critical
Emphasis Areas and two Significant Emphasis Areas.
1. Improve Infrastructure: Minimize Lane Departure & Improve
the Design and Operation of Highway Intersections
Many of our crashes are the result of a failure to maintain a
lane. Lane departure crashes are defined as crashes in which a
vehicle ran off the road and/or overturned and/or collided with
a tree, a pole or sign, a guardrail, ledge or boulder, or any other
fixed object including another vehicle.
Another critical area for infrastructure is intersections. This is a
place where vehicles cross paths, creating a higher risk for
crashes.
2. Curb Speeding and Aggressive Driving
Crashes due to speeding and aggressive driving result in a
higher percentage of more severe injury crashes. In fact, they
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make up 31% of all major crashes in Vermont and 30% of the
fatal crashes.
3. Increase Use of Occupant Protection
Using seatbelts is an effective way to prevent serious injuries
and fatalities in traffic crashes. Surveys indicate that 80% of
Vermonters wear their seatbelts, however, 52% of occupants
killed in crashes were not belted. Reaching the other 20%
remains a high priority of the VHSA.
4. Vulnerable Users & Motorcyclists: Increase Pedestrian Safety;
Increase Bicyclist Safety; Increase Motorcyclist Safety
Pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcyclists are especially
vulnerable to major crashes. Over 30% of the pedestrian major
crashes result in a fatality. Bicyclists on the road has steadily
been increasing, however, the number of major crashes
decreased in 2017 to 2% of all major crashes. Motorcyclists
account for 1 in 7 of the major crashes on Vermont roads.
5. Age Appropriate Solutions: Improve Younger Driver Safety
(Under 25) & Improve Older Driver Safety (65 and Over)
In the new Strategic Highway Safety Plan (2017-2021) Vermont
considered drivers under the age of 25 instead of under 21.
When Vermont did this, the number of crashes in which
younger drivers were involved more than doubled. Drivers
under the age of 25 account for just about 1 in 4 of all fatal and
suspected serious injury crashes statewide.
Older drivers account for 26% of the statewide suspected
serious injury crashes and 21% of fatal crashes. Both numbers
are increases from 2016. The population is increasing according
to the US Census Bureau, so Vermont wants to remain proactive
at addressing older driver crashes.
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6. Reduce Impaired Driving
Impaired driving crashes continue to significantly contribute to
the state’s fatality total. There has been progress in reducing
the major crashes, but impaired driving was reported in 20% of
all major crashes in Vermont between 2013 & 2017. In 2017,
38% of fatal crashes involved an impaired driver.
7. Curb Distracted Driving and Keep Drivers Alert
In the age of constant distraction and handheld technology,
addressing distracted and inattentive driving has become a
heightened priority in Vermont and across the country. In 2014
Vermont adopted a law banning the use of handheld device
while driving. While the number of major crashes is decreasing,
the percentage of major crashes that include distraction as a
contributing circumstance remained at 17% in 2017.
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The data contained in this booklet are based on Reportable Crashes and
Non-Reportable crashes as defined below. Definitions of the crash types
are also defined below for reference.

Definitions
Reportable Crash

A crash which results in injury,
death, or total property damage
equal to $3,000 or more.

Non-Reportable Crash

A crash in which no injury, death or
total property damage is less than
$3,000.

All Crashes

The total number of reportable
motor vehicle crashes and nonreportable crashes including fatal,
injury or property damage.

Fatal Crash

Motor vehicle crash that results in
fatal injuries to one or more
persons.

Injury Crash

Motor vehicle crash that results in
injuries, other than fatal, to one or
more persons.

Property Damage Only

Motor vehicle crash in which there is
no injury to any person, but only
damage to a motor vehicle, or to
other property.

Serious Injury Crash

A motor vehicle crash in which the
highest level of injury is “Suspected
Serious Injury”.
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Part I
Overview
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Death Rate
The fatality rate for Vermont roadways in 2017 was 0.94 persons killed
per 100 million vehicle miles traveled. This is up from the previous two
years. However, the overall trend is declining as Figure 1 below shows.
Much of the reduction can be attributed to improvements in vehicle
design, roadway engineering, emergency medical services, safety
programs, enforcement and improved driver awareness.
Figure 2 shows the most recent 10 years of fatal crashes. In 2017, there
were 64 fatal crashes, an increase from the previous two years.
As with many states, fatal crashes make up a small portion of our total
crashes. In 2017, there were 1,959 injury crashes and 8,181 property
damage only crashes. Of the 1,959 injury crashes, 206 were serious
injury crashes. Fatal crashes make up 0.6% of total crashes and serious
injury are 2.5% of total crashes.

(Figure 1)
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Ten-Year Trend in Fatal Crashes
(2008-2017)

(Figure 2)

All Crashes in Vermont (2017)

(Figure 3)
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Geographic Summary of Traffic Fatalities by County in 2017
Total Traffic Fatalities – 70
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2017 Crash Data by County & Crash Type

(Table 1)

(Figure 4)
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Part II
2017 Data
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Summary
Number of Traffic Crashes

All Crashes…………………………………………………………………………………. 12,634
Property Damage Only (PDO)….……………………………………… 8,189
Injury Crashes …………….…………………………………………………. 1,961
Persons Injured……………………………………………….……………… 2,585
Serious Injury Crashes………………………………………………………..206
Serious Injuries…………………………………………………………………..255
Fatal Crashes…….……………………………………………………….………..64
Fatalities………………………………………………………….………………… 70
Number of Registered Vehicles in VT………………………………………765,666

During 2017:
On average, thirty-four crashes occurred
each day,
Eight people were injured each day and
One fatality every 17 days.
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Surface Condition
The condition of the road plays an important role in motor vehicle
crashes. Adverse surface conditions may prompt drivers to be more
cautious. As the figures below show, forty-six percent (46%) of all
crashes occur on a dry surface. Twenty-five percent (25%) of all crashes
occurred on wet or snow/slush/ice covered roadways in 2017.

(Figure 5)

(Table 2)
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Type of Roadway
This chart shows the distributions of crashes by crash type and roadway
type. The table below shows the numeric breakdown. The percentage
of fatal crashes on the state system is fifty percent (50%) compared to
fifteen percent (15%) on interstates.

(Figure 6)

(Table 3)
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Day and Time
Crashes occur every day and at all times of the day. These charts show
the distribution over weekday and time period. For 2017, the highest
percentage of fatal crashes occurred on Friday as well as the percentage
of all crashes. The time-period with the highest percentage of crashes
remained between 3pm – 6pm again in 2017.

(Figure 7)

(Figure 8)
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Month
The seasonal changes in Vermont can affect driving behaviors as shown
below by all crashes and fatal crashes. There is an obvious spike in
September in fatal crashes while all crashes are higher in the winter
months when road conditions are not always ideal.

(Figure 9)

(Figure 10)
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Age of Driver
Drivers age 15 – 34 are involved in the largest percentage of crashes. In
fatal crashes, it equates to 37% and 41% in all crashes. Interestingly, in
2017 the percentage of drivers 75 and up spiked to 14.3%.
Figure 12 shows the rate of fatalities per 1000 operators. It shows the
fatality rate for drivers age 25 – 34 is noticeably higher than other age
groups at 0.94.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of fatalities and injuries by age group. For
injuries, the highest number occurred in the 25 – 34 age group. Fatalities
were highest in both 25 – 34-year-old occupants and 45 – 54-year-old
occupants.

(Figure 11)
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(Figure 12)

(Figure 13)
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Sex of Driver
Figure 14 shows the difference between male and female drivers
involvement in crashes. Males represented 75% of the drivers in fatal
crashes in Vermont in 2017. In all categories, males represent the
greater percentage of drivers, but much more so in fatal crashes.

(Figure 14)

(Table 4)
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Restraint Use
Restraint usage is the greatest available means of preventing fatalities
and injuries in motor vehicle crashes. Vermont currently has a
secondary seat belt law that mean law enforcement can only write a
citation for not wearing a seat belt after the driver is first charged with
another violation.
The most accurate measure of safety belt usage in Vermont come from
the results of surveys conducted by the Vermont Governor’s Highway
Safety Program and approved by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA). In 2017, the observed seatbelt safety belt
usage rate increased from 80.0% to 85.4%. While this is a good
increase, Vermont remains below the national average of 89.7%.

(Figure 15)
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(Figure 16)

(Figure 17)
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Motorcycle Crashes
Crashes have remained steady for motorcycles over the past 10 years.
More than half of all motorcycle drivers involved in fatal motorcycle
crashes over the past 10 years were between 40 & 60.

(Figure 18)

(Figure 19)
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Vehicle Body Style
The vehicle type for all crashes by crash type is shown in Table 5.
Motorcycles are typically overrepresented in fatal crashes. They offer
little protection to riders which means that the crashes are often more
severe in nature.
Figure 21 breaks out the large trucks by type. Tractor/Semi-Trailers and
Truck/Trailers make up 51% of the large trucks. Buses make up 13% of
the vehicles involved in crashes in 2017.

(Table 5)

*This table is a count of vehicles, not crashes. Therefore, the numbers
are larger due to the fact that many crashes involve multiple vehicles.
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(Figure 21)
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Intersection Crashes
Shown in Figure 22 are the crashes that occurred in intersections. The
highest number of these crashes, again in 2017, were rear end collision
types. Left Turn crashes and broadside crashes make up the next
largest crash types at intersections.

(Figure 22)
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Driver Age and Alcohol Involvement
The relationship between driver age and alcohol involvement in motor
vehicle crashes is illustrated in Figure 23. Those drivers under 21
represent 6% of all crashes with alcohol involvement, even though the
legal drinking age in Vermont is 21. Drivers 25-34 represent the largest
group of drivers with a BAC over 0.08.

(Figure 23)
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Driver Contributing Circumstances
In 2017 there were 12,634 reported motor vehicle crashes in Vermont
involving 16,038 drivers. Below is a table showing the primary
contributing circumstances for each driver and the number of drivers by
crash type. If there were multiple drivers in a crash, each driver will
have a contributing circumstance listed below.

(Table 6)

Again in 2017, when grouped together, the
“Distraction/Inattention/Fatigue/Asleep” category is the most common
contributing circumstance for all drivers. For fatal crashes, the most
common is “Failure to keep in proper lane”.
*Note: “No Improper Driving” is typically used for Driver 2 and
subsequent drivers who are not usually considered the “at fault”
drivers.
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Part III
Crash Trends
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MV Traffic Crash Data
After trending down from 2012 to 2014, Vermont’s fatality rate has
increased in 2015 and again in 2016.

(Table 7)

Speed & Aggressive
The number of major crashes where speed or aggressive driving is cited
as a contributing circumstance are shown in the figure below. The
numbers are split by fatal and suspected serious injury crashes. The
number of fatal crashes has been increasing over the past few years but
showed a decline in 2017.

(Figure 24)
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Restraint Use
Over the past several years, the number of unbelted fatalities has been
between 45% and 50%. In 2017 the percentage went up to 52%. In
table 8, there is a breakdown by road user type and belt use. For 2018,
Vermont is currently at 63% unbelted.

(Figure 25)

(Table 8)
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Alcohol & Drug Involvement in Crashes
Drug impaired driving is becoming an increasing issue in Vermont. With
the legalization of marijuana in Vermont, it is important to have
baseline data. It is also important to continue to collect and evaluate
the data as we move forward. Below is a table showing a breakdown of
the fatal crashes by type of impairment. In figure 26, marijuana is
broken down further to show the percentage of operators that had
marijuana alone or in combination with other substances.

(Table 9)

(Figure 26)
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Distracted Driving
In Vermont, distracted driving is a growing area of concern. From 2014
to 2016, the number of distracted and inattentive major crashes has
seen an increase as figure 27 shows below. In 2017 the number
declined, however the decline is more noticeable in inattention than it is
in distraction.

(Figure 27)
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